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License and Warranty
This document and code was written for the Mimetics Jade RobotTM and follow on products.
This document and code is considered Mimetics Proprietary and may not be released outside of Mimetics except
by permission of Mimetics, Inc.

Software Compatibility
The script language described in this document was written to be supported by:
Google Chrome Release 37 or later
Jade Support 0.9.9.24 or later
Robot Software Release 42 or later
Robot Tokenizer Version 0.11.17 or later
XML Processor 0.1.5 or later
_start.s defined as _main_10.script or later

Conventions, Options and Selections
Example code will be put in monospace font like:
A = B + C
In the language definition, there are a number of instances where there are optional parameters or multiple
parameters for the same task. To make these situations more obvious, the following convention is used:
[] – Optional parameter
| - One parameter or another
... – Previous parameter can be repeated
<none> - indicates that nothing is a possible option
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Overview
The Jade Support Integrated Development Environment always had the goal in mind that it would be
easy and intuitive for beginners, while still providing high level functionality for experienced
programmers. The version presented in this document is the third version, with literally thousands of
individuals using and critiquing the previous versions.
The important features of Jade Support are:
- It is a Google Chrome App and will work on Microsoft Windows XP, Vista, 7 & 8 PCs as well as
Apple OS X “Mavericks” or later Macs as long as they have the Chrome Browser installed
- User projects are stored as GitHub projects. This allows users to access their projects anywhere
(and on multiple systems) without having to email projects to themselves or save them on USB
keys
- Supports “Scratch” and “C” programming as well as including image, sound, text and “panel”
definition files as part of projects
- Communicates with the Jade Robot via Bluetooth providing, File Management, Downloading
and Debugging
As good as Jade Support is, it’s not perfect. Mimetics was founded on a philosophy of constant
improvement and this is designed in to the Jade Robot and its supporting software. To improve the Jade
Robot along with Jade Support, we need your feedback and comments.
Please contact us via email at:
info@mimetics.ca
Thank you for your interest and we look forward to hearing from you and making the entire Jade Robot
ecosystem even better!
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Bluetooth Connections
Before installing and launching Jade Support, it is recommended that the Jade Robot to be used should
be “paired” with the Windows PC or Mac that Jade Support will be installed. Detailing how to pair the
Jade Robot and connect to Jade Support for the various versions of Windows and Mac OS X would
require 20+ pages, so for efficiency, the Mimetics web page has this information available for the
different operating systems so that the user can work through their specific system. The basic process
for connecting the Jade Robot to a PC or Mac is:
1. Bring the Jade Robot out of Sleep Mode (press and hold the Down Navigation Button).
2. Navigate to Tools  Bluetooth and turn on the Jade Robot’s built in Bluetooth adapter (the blue
LED by the Bluetooth adapter will start flashing).
3. Navigate to Tools  Friendly Name and give the Jade Robot a unique name.
4. Navigate to Tools  Timeout and specify a 15 minute timeout for the Jade Robot.
5. On the PC or Mac, start the Bluetooth utility, ensure the system’s Bluetooth Adapter is on and
start searching.
6. When the “Friendly Name” for the Jade Robot appears, select it and pair it with the system. If
asked for a PIN code, enter “1234”.
7. On PC systems, when the pairing is complete, record the “com” port number.
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Google Chrome
Before Jade Support can be installed in any PC or Mac, the Google Chrome browser must first be
installed. Check the version and ensure that it is Release 37 or later.
The Chrome browser can be downloaded here: http://www.google.ca/chrome/

Installing Jade Support
From the Chrome browser, go to:
https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/jade-support/gchcbahadlpkgkpenlkfgdgkdjedepod
and “Install” Jade Support. After installation, Jade Support can be “launched” (started executing) or the
Chrome App Launcher (https://chrome.google.com/webstore/launcher) can be used for starting the
application.
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Elements of Jade Support
Disconnect Edit Run Pause Reset
Communications Select Connect Jade Robot

Single Step

GitHub User

Dashboard

Project
Selection

Editor Tabs

Transfer to
Robot

Editor Area

Project
Files

Project
Collapse

Variable Expand

GitHub User: User information. The GitHub user information contains the user projects as well as access
to the community projects.
Communications Select: Select the “com#” port (for Windows) or Bluetooth Friendly Name (for Macs)
for the Jade Robot to be connected to Jade Support.
Connect Jade Robot: Perform a Bluetooth connection to the specified communications port/Bluetooth
Friendly Name of the Jade Robot.
Disconnect: Break the Bluetooth connection to the Jade Robot.
Edit: List of edit short cut keys for the editor.
Run: Start executing a program.
Pause: Halt execution of a program. This command may have to be executed multiple times to update
the Variable information.
Reset: Reset the current program to the start of execution.
Single Step: Single step the current statement.
Project Selection: Select the project to be used, from the “Community” or “User” projects.
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Transfer to Robot: Transfer the project files into the Jade Robot.
Project Files: The files that are included in a project. Along with the main file, there can be function (for
Jade C programs only), bitmap, wav, panel (for Jade C programs only) and text (for Jade C programs
only). These files are added to the project using the “New File” or “Import File” buttons.
Project Collapse: Once a project is selected, the project information and file list can be collapsed to
provide additional space for the editor.
Variable Expand: Expand the list of variables in the currently active application during debug.
Editor Area: Scratch “Playground” or C text editor.
Editor Tabs: Multiple editor areas can be opened simultaneously during application development and
debug. The editor tabs are used to select between them.
Dashboard: Pop up dialog box (also known as a “modal”) which provides version information for the
code used in Jade Support. When a Jade Robot is connected, its information is also displayed:
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Launching Jade Support
The first time Jade Support is launched, the program will prompt the user to either enter their existing
GitHub account or create a new one.

GitHub is a code repository service that provides storage space for Jade Support projects. It is used to
store the Jade Support code project files for both users as well as the community.
WARNING: users can access Jade Support files from GitHub directly, but this is emphatically
discouraged. The various files included with a project include information required by Jade Support to
correctly display and list the project files – if these files are incorrectly changed, or if the files they
reference are changed, then Jade Support may not be able to display the project or fail during
subsequent “Transfer to Robot” operations or saving changed source files.
If the user selects the “New User” button in Jade Support, a dialog box will be displayed asking for the
information required to set up a GitHub account. Once this is done, the user can log into this account at
https://github.com/ and review and update their personal information. If the user does not provide a
“Profile Picture”, GitHub will generate one from a random series of blocks. For this reason, it is highly
recommended that a new user provide their own profile picture that will allow them to see at a glance
whether or not they are logged into Jade Support.
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If the user already has an existing GitHub account, they can log into it by clicking on “Login Here”.
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After entering in a new GitHub account or logging into an existing one, the user may be prompted to
allow Jade Support to access their GitHub information – this must be allowed.
Jade Support is now ready for use.

It should be noted that if Jade Support is shut down (click on the “X” at the top right hand corner of the
application) and started back up, the GitHub information may have to be re-entered to restore Jade
Support at the last operating state.
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Connecting a Jade Robot
With a Jade Robot “paired” with the PC/Mac and Jade Support launched and the user’s GitHub account
logged in, the Jade Robot can be connected to Jade Support and programs developed and transferred
into it.
To select the Jade Robot, the “Communications Select” pull down is clicked and the user is given a
selection of the different devices to connect to. This is the area where there is a major difference
between Windows and Mac systems.
Mac systems, because of their Unix heritage, list devices using their “Friendly Name” and it is quite
logical to select the Jade Robot based on the “Friendly Name” specified by the user as is shown in the
screen shot:
Jade Robot Friendly Names

Apple Mac “Friendly Name” Port Connection
Once the “Friendly Name” has been found (it will be listed without spaces), it is clicked upon to select it.
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For Windows systems, which list communications devices as “com” ports, the port number has to be
selected from the “Communications Select” list. This is why it is necessary to record to com port
assigned to the Jade Robot during the Windows pairing process.
Jade Robot “com#” ports

Microsoft Windows “com#” Port Connection
Once the Jade Robot has been selected (either as a Friendly Name or as a com port), the “Connect Jade
Robot” control is clicked and the connection process starts – when it completes, the “Disconnect”
control is highlighted.
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Connection Indicator (“Disconnect” button)

The connection process can take up to ten seconds and if the process seems inordinately long, check to
see that:
1. The Jade Robot has not gone into Sleep Mode (display off and a green LED flashing every 5s)
2. The Jade Robot’s Bluetooth adapter is turned on (the Blue LED on the right hand side of the Jade
Robot is flashing).
3. The PC/MAC’s Bluetooth Adapter is turned on.
If all these criteria are met, click on the “Connect Jade Robot” button again – the connection should take
place by the second attempt.
NOTE: The Jade Robot must NEVER be disconnected by pressing the blue “Reset” button on the Jade
Robot. This will lead to problems with the PC/Mac’s Bluetooth Drivers and possibly being unable to
reconnect the Jade Robot except by closing and reopening Jade Support or having to unpair and then
again pair the Jade Robot using the system’s Bluetooth Utility.
Closing the application will properly disconnect the Jade Robot so at the end of a session, Jade Support
can be simply closed with the Jade Robot still connected.
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Using a Community Project
The “Community Projects” are a collection of example projects that are available to the user as
examples for classes or to show how certain things are done with programming the Jade Robot. The
Community Projects consist of both Jade Scratch and Jade C based projects. For the following examples,
Jade Scratch will be used for examples.
Jade Scratch provides a somewhat unique programming paradigm for the user, the Edit Area of a
Scratch application consists of a “Playground” where the Scratch blocks will be put down, a list of
“Toolboxes” with a number of different “Blocks” in each one.

Block
in Toolbox

Block Put down on Playground

Playground
Toolboxes

Creating a program consists of opening different tool boxes, selecting the blocks within them and
placing them on the Playground. While the “Scratch Programming Outline” document discusses Jade
Scratch programming in more detail, It should be pointed out that:
1. All blocks must be attached to the one above and below with the exception of
function/subroutine declaration blocks.
2. All openings and connections within the blocks must be filled.
3. The contents of variables must be “set” before they are used in statements.
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Load “buttst01” Community Project
For this first example, the “buttst01” (button test 1) project will be used. This project consists of a loop
which polls the red “Enter” button of the Jade Robot and exits when the button is pressed.

Select
“buttst01”

The Application is very simple, consisting of just one statement (repeat until the Enter Button is
pressed). Note the yellow editor tab indicating the file being edited comes from a community project.
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With a Jade Robot connected, this program can be transferred to the robot and run but it won’t be all
that interesting and just about impossible to determine whether or not it is working. To alleviate both
these concerns a flashing LED can be inserted into the repeat statement so that the user can determine
when the program has stopped (ie when the LED has stopped flashing).
This program could be modified as is and transferred to the Jade Robot but the changes will not be
saved once the project (or Jade Support) is closed – the changes can be transferred to the Jade Robot,
but once the project/Jade Support is closed, there will be no corresponding source code for the
executable in the Jade Robot’s file system. As ironic as this seems, community projects are not meant to
be modified by members of the community – they are to stay as originally loaded to ensure that the
same versions are available for all users.
Clone “buttst01” from “Community Projects” into “My Projects”
So, it is necessary to “clone” the project from the community projects into the user project space. With
the “buttst01” project active, this is done by clicking on the Project Selection pull down and clicking on
“Clone Project”.
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Open “buttst01” in “My Projects”
After the project has been cloned, again click on the Project Selection and open the “My Projects” list
where “buttst01” will be found. When this project is opened, the original “buttst01” (indicated by the
yellow editor tab) will be closed and removed from the editor window and a new “buttst01” Scratch
program (with a white editor tab) will be available in the Editor Area:

This new program can be loaded into the Jade Robot (it will cause the previous version to be deleted in
the file system – there can only be one of each file name in the Jade Robot’s file system).
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Add Flash LED to “buttst01”
Now, open the “OLED and LEDs” toolbox and select the “led” block and place it inside the “repeat” loop
at the “do” statement. Next, open the “Math” toolbox and select the box with a “0” inside of it and
place it in the “led” block. Finally, change the led operation to “flash” (the options are “on”, “off” and
“flash).

The “led” statement will turn the green LED “0” (top right hand LED) for 50ms and then turn it off. This
statement operates independently to the operation of the reset of the program; once it is started
execution will continue without waiting for the flashing operation to complete.
This program can be tested by clicking on “Transfer to Robot” followed by “Run”. If it has been entered
correctly, it will appear that the green LED at the top right of the Jade robot will stay on continuously
until the red “Enter” button is pushed.
NOTE: There is no explicit file “save” in Jade Support. Source files are saved when the project is
transferred to the robot or closed (either by another project being opened or Jade Support being
closed).
The level of detail regarding the operation of the “led” flash was put in because when the program is
transferred to the Jade Robot and then “Run” it return to the “led” statement before the previous flash
command has timed out and the LED is turned off. The new “led” statement will supercede the previous
one, the counter will be reset and this will continue until the Enter button is pressed, at which time the
LED will time out and turn off.
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Add Delay to “buttst01”
To display a flashing LED in this application, a delay after the “led” statement needs to be added. To do
this, open the “Timing” toolbox and place a “delay” statement after the “led” statement. Going back to
the “Math” toolbox, again pull out the block with the “0” and place it in the “delay” statement. To set
the delay to 250ms, click on the “0” in the block within the “delay” statement and change it to 250.

Now, when the program is transferred to the Jade Robot and run, the LED flash at a very satisfying four
times per second and stop when the red “Enter” button is pressed.
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Create a New Project
Creating a Jade Scratch project from, uh, scratch is quite simple and logical. Rather than starting with a
Community Project, click the Project Selection pull down and click on “New Project”.
Select “New Project”

This will bring up the following dialog box which requires the project name as well as a description of the
project. For this example, create “Scratch1” (and make sure that “Scratch” is selected as the language):
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Creating a Scratch Program for a New Project
This will produce a “README” file as well as an empty playground for the program. For this example,
enter the following blocks to create a program in which the Jade Robot will move forwards for one
second and then stop:
1. From the “Movement” toolbox, place “Forward” on the playground.
2. From the “Timing” toolbox, place “delay” after “Forward”.
3. From the “Math” toolbox, place the block with “0” in the “delay” opening.
4. Change the block with “0” in the “delay” block to 1000 (1s = 1000ms).
5. From the “Movement” toolbox, place “stop” after “delay”.
The “Scratch1” toolbox should look like:

NOTE: All movement programs should be run ONLY after the Jade Robot has been placed on the floor.
When this program is transferred to the Jade Robot and then “Run”, the Jade Robot will move forwards
for one second and then stop.
NOTE: “Movement” statements are not time limited, once the robot is set in motion, it will remain in
motion until there is another “Movement” statement encountered. For this reason, it is highly
recommended that all programs (Scratch and C) end in a “Stop” statement or the motor values set to 0
(zero).
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Jade C Programs
While this document is primarily concerned with Jade Scratch programs, it must be noted that Jade C
Projects can be cloned from the Community Projects in exactly the same way as Scratch Projects.
Creating a New Project follows the same process with the exception that “C” is specified when naming
and describing the project rather than “Scratch”.
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Supporting Documents
Currently None

Glossary
ASCII – Standard 8 bit character set. See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ASCII
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